The Casa Center for
Positive Socia
. I Change

Welcome from the President + CEO
Dear Friends,
What makes Casa so unique? Casa teaches social and emotional
intelligence, and abuse and bullying prevention, simultaneously.
Through our 40 years of experience and expertise we know the root
of the problems, and we have the solution replace learned negative
behaviors and thoughts with positive social and emotional intelligence
skills to live a successful and fulfilled life.
Casa Trainers teach our highly effective programs to children, teens
and adults in schools, businesses and other organizations. We are
particularly unique in our model in schools as the Casa Trainers
teach directly to students, teachers and parents until we successfully
train and transition the lessons over to the teachers and parents.
That impact is positively powerful.

Stephanie Orr,
President + CEO

What does it mean to be socially and emotionally intelligent? To have the skills to increase one’s
capacity to be aware of, control, and express one's emotions, and to handle interpersonal
relationships judiciously and with compassion. Emotional intelligence is the key to both
personal and professional success. Our Casa positive approach to replace negative learned
behaviors builds new positive skills to build effective, healthy relationships, with one self and
others and increase the quality of life. And it can be learned at any age.
The sad truth is, we are all responsible for bullying, abuse and violence if for no other reason than
we allow it to continue. Did you know that more children die from child abuse than any other
single cause? In addition, bullying is rampant at home, in our schools and sadly, growing within
our culture.
What can you do? Partner and support Casa programs to teach Social and Emotional Learning
(SEL) to all of our children, teachers and parents. The time is now for everyone to get involved in
the SEL 4AZ solution, cultivating our Brighter Hearts. Kinder Minds. philosophy.
Thank you!

Stephanie Orr
Stephanie Orr
President + CEO
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The Casa Center for Positive Social Change
Brighter hearts. Kinder minds.

As participants experience the positive emotional power of learning and practicing competencies
like kindness, compassion, and empathy, they naturally develop an internal motivation to want to
continue to live their lives with positivity. EQ and SEL are literally—positively powerful.

Our Mission

To teach children, teens, and adults Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) to
increase their emotional Intelligence and develop positive relationship and
communication skills while reducing bullying, meanness, abuse and violence.

Our Vision

To achieve cultures of kindness, compassion, love and harmony in our homes,
schools, work places, communities worldwide.

What Makes Casa Uniquely Qualified to Lead This Movement?
Casa teaches SEL to increase Emotional Intelligence (EQ) and bullying prevention programs
simultaneously and our trainers are experts in the field.
Teaching SEL/EQ and Bullying Prevention Programs Simultaneously
Throughout the United States and the world, ourhighly customized teachings of emotional
intelligence and pro-active bullying, abuse and violence prevention programs are distinct. Casa’s
approach is to teach education and skill building programs in schools and community organizations
to give children, teens and adults the knowledge and skills to develop higher Emotional Intelligence
(EQ) and positive relationship/communication skills. Through teaching these positive skills Casa is
also, essentially, replacing negative learned behaviors, attitudes and culture. The results are quick,
effective, affordable and very rewarding.
Research around the world consistently proves over and over that when students are taught SEL/EQ
to increase their emotional intelligence they:
1)
2)
3)
4)
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Increase their ability to navigate life effectively and positively,
Develop optimal relationship skills with themselves and others,
Decrease meanness, abuse, hate, bullying, and violent relationships,
Increase their academic performance from 9-17 as a result of the positive balance in their lives.

2.

Our Trainers are SEL/EQ, Bullying and Abuse Prevention Experts
Casa’s Training Team is comprised of seasoned professionals including teachers, principals and
counselors, with most holding their master's degree. Casa trainers have taught Casa’s EQ, SEL and
bullying and abuse prevention programs in hundreds of schools and community organizations.
Since 1978, Casa has taught abuse and violence prevention programs.
To date, Casa has taught prevention education to over 1 million children, teens and adults. For
the past 35 years, Casa has provided prevention education programs in almost every school district
in Maricopa country reaching anywhere from 12,000 to over 100,000 children per year; depending
on available funding.
In 1995, Casa staff was trained and certified to teach numerous nationally recognized model
programs such as the Blue Print P.A.T.H.S. Social and Emotional learning program, and Olweus
Bullying prevention program, and the model Second Step Program. Since then, Casa has taught
Social and Emotional Learning (SEL), Emotional Intelligence (EQ), and bullying prevention.
Casa is proud to announce that to date in Arizona our agency has:
• Provided Counseling to over 40,000 children, teens and adult victims of abuse and violence
• Assisted over 125,000 victims of abuse and violence on Casa helpline and through Casa Advocacy
Services and Centers
• Taught Casa’s Sexual abuse prevention program to over 1 million children
• Taught Casa’s Teen dating violence prevention program to 80,000 teens
• Taught bullying prevention and Social and Emotional learning programs to 100,000,000 children,
teachers and parents

How and Where Does Casa Provide this Education and Training?
The Casa Resource and Training Center provides small groups, classes, workshops, training courses
and conferences to teach students, families, schools and businesses how to integrate Social and
Emotional Learning (SEL) skills and bullying reduction into their respective lives with their families,
schools and organizations. This is the multi-tiered foundation of Casa's SEL/EQ movement.
In Schools: Casa provides its prevention education in pre-schools, elementary, middle and high
schools, in addition to after-school and summer programs. In an average school year, Casa is
providing its programs on a weekly basis in approximately 20 schools. Casa maintains a waiting
list of schools which have requested Casa programs but are in need of funding for the program.
Currently, there are 45 vetted Maricopa County Schools on Casa’s waiting list, and over 100
schools waiting to be vetted.
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Cont.
In Our Community: Casa programs are integrated into numerous community organizations, such
as Boys and Girls Club and Community Centers. Casa also offers monthly SEL and EQ trainings at
our location. In addition, Casa leads grassroots campaigns to advocate for SEL and EQ to be
integrated into every facet of our communities. As part of these campaigns, Casa trains
organizations how to lead “pay it forward, pass it on” positivity campaigns within their respective
organizations to lead a contagious culture of positive love and celebration of differences to replace
negative learned behaviors.
In Businesses: Casa also provides emotional intelligence training in the adult arena; most recently
presenting Emotional Intelligence (EQ) Training to army personnel at Ft. Huachuca in Sierra
Vista, AZ. These trainings are tailored to the specific needs of the business and provide
invaluable lessons on how to navigate professional life and work relationships most effectively.

Why Casa Teaches Bullying, Abuse and Violence Prevention
Unfortunately, vast numbers of children and adults, in fact 1 in 3, are living their lives in
abusive situations which begin in verbal and emotional abuse, and often result in physical,
sexual and other forms of abuse. In addition, we live in a society where violence such as bullying,
relationship violence, rape and sexual abuse are pandemic, reaching at least 1 in 4 Americans. That
is why Casa’s solutions are to provide prevention education programs to reduce abuse and violence
by teaching children, teens and adults the knowledge and skills to recognize early signs of abuse,
the ability to refuse abuse and the critical awareness to report, eventually stopping the cycle of
violence from generation to generation.
Many of the problems people face in our society stem from an array of confused feelings, which
cause them to not be able to handle life effectively. Humans experience up to 3,000 emotions, yet
there is little to no formal education or training on how to process and communicate our
emotions. This lack of awareness and training causes most people, regardless of socio-economic
level or education, to experience relationship and communication struggles with friends, family,
children or co-workers ranging from moderate challenges to intense anger and harm.
The missing piece in education is, without doubt, Social and Emotional Learning. Research
confirms that emotional well-being is "dramatically and positively predictive not only of academic
achievement, but also of satisfactory and productive experiences in the world of work and
marriage, even of better physical health," said Dr. Maurice Elias of Rutgers University. Research is
solid that increasing one’s emotional intelligence is the solution to providing the knowledge and
skills fundamental to leading the most successful life, while also increasing compassion,
empathy and kindness.
That is why Casa’s mission is to integrate social and emotional intelligence learning (SEL)
simultaneous to bullying and abuse prevention programs into our homes, schools, workplaces and
community to teach the critically needed emotional intelligence knowledge and skills to children,
teens and adults.
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5.

At Casa, Their Stories Matter
To follow are just a few of the thousands of stories we hear every day about Casa changing lives in
a positive and powerful way.

Testimonials from School Administrators, Parents and Students
"I've learned that when I am angry I don't talk. Learning about my emotions has changed my life
and makes me feel happy. I can inspire people to speak up for themselves and
to stand up to their own bullies."
4th grade student in Casa SEL Program, Ocotillo Elementary School
"I always felt like everybody was against me, like nobody liked me. I never trusted anyone.
I don't like hurting people, but I do it by accident. That's why I would never share my feelings.
I just recently met someone I can trust and I feel like I have known her my whole life.
She's the first person I have ever trusted."
6th grade student in Casa SEL Program, Ocotillo Middle School
"For the first time, I felt safe in the group. And I felt like I was learning something
really valuable."
7th grade student in Casa SEL Program, Explorer Middle School
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Cont.
“Our work with CASA began last March in several small group meetings with a trained CASA
professional. What resulted were 42 5th- 8th grade students who were identified as most needing
Social and Emotional skill development. In order to track the success of the program, Mesa Arts
Academy monitored these students by tracking their behavior referrals. Before CASA’s involvement
(pre-March 2016), these 42 students collectively received 70 behavior citations, while post-March
(during the CASA training from March to May) only 22 discipline citations were observed, a 69%
decrease.”
Michal Dillon, MAA Director of Academics Mesa Arts Academy Charter School
“Last year we were fortunate to work with Ms. Cristy Filloon of the CASA EQ/SEL program. We
obtained a grant that allowed her to be present on our campus with many of our students. Cristy was
absolutely fantastic in every way! She was on our campus weekly working in our kindergarten and
first grade classrooms presenting wonderful social and emotional lessons and skills. I feel confident
that any school that receives this program with Ms. Cristy will benefit from the help, support and
lessons she and her program provides. Programs like these will improve the well-being of the staff,
students and families served.”
Emma Sanchez MSW, Social Worker, Washington Elementary School
"Honestly, I was blown away. I got so much valuable information out of it...not just for my kids as a
parent, but personally, for my husband and everyone I know. I desperately wish I had brought my
husband and all of us who attended voiced that about our spouses. I think it was so incredible to have
this program at our school. Please have it again. I simply loved it.”
Parent comment on Casa Parent Training , Diamond Canyon School
"Everyone in the school who you substituted for raved about you! They told me that I was so lucky
to have such an amazing partner. I had to agree of course! I hope that our partnership can continue
into next year!
Maribel Denise Koerperick, MSW Social Worker, Ocotillo Elementary School
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SCHOOLS WHERE WE CURRENTLY SERVE
(2016/2017 School Year)

Washington Elementary School District

Alhambra

— Washington Elementary

— Alhambra Family Resource Center

— Ocotillo Elementary

Osborn School District

— Manzanita Elementary

— Solano Elementary School (pending)

Boys and Girls Charter Club School

Cave Creek School District

— Mesa Arts Academy

— Boulder Creek High School

Liberty Unified School District

— Black Mountain Elementary School

— Freedom Elementary

— Desert Sun Academy

Imagine Charter Schools

— Desert Willow Elementary School

— Imagine East Mesa Elementary School

— Lone Mountain Elementary School

— Imagine East Mesa Middle School

— Horseshoe Elementary School

— Imagine Camelback Elementary

— Cactus Shadows High School (pending)

Deer Valley Unified School District
— Desert Sage Elementary School
— Diamond Canyon Elementary

With 42 schools on our vetted waiting list, and over 100 schools that have
requested EQ and SEL training, the need for training has never been greater.
Our staff is ready to teach—our only obstacle is funding!
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Thank You To Our Many Donors
We are honored and humbled by all of the individuals, companies and foundations
that have entrusted us over the years to help shape the lives of so many in need.
To follow are just a few of our supporters.
$10,000 and Above

$9,999 - $5,000

$4,999 - $1,000

$999 and Below

Barrett-Jackson
Auction, Co., LLC

APS Foundation

Karen Barr

Baird

Boeing - Employee
Community Fund

Arizona Urology &
Infertility Enterprises

Edward Cannon
Family Foundation
ConocoPhillips
Company
Thomas & Deborah
Davidson
F.I.S.H. Foundation
The Lamb Foundation
Frank Meyer
Oswald Family
Foundation
Donald Newman
Jenny Norton and
Bob Ramsey
Relia Star Foundation
Terry and Mike
Reardon
Denny Sanford
The Wallace
Foundation
Whiteman Foundation
US Airways

Michael P. Bergeron
Foundation
Build-A-Bear

Cannon Family
Foundation

Deluxe Corporation
Foundation
The Ellman
Companies

Foundation

China Mist Tea Co.,
Inc.

Frances Burton
Foundation

Desert Foundation
Auxiliary

Merrill Lynch/
Paine Webber

Marsha Bruner

DeRito Partners,
Inc.

Panhellenic Council
of ASU

GJJAMS
Foundation

QuickTrip - The
Phoenix Division

Greenberg Traurig,
LLP

Red Mountain
Ranch, Inc.

Cox
Communications
Creative Women of
Pinnacle Peak
Cowin Family Trust
Gerold Family Trust
The Morris A. Hazen
Foundation
Jamie Hormel KPHO

Hoffman and Hock
Investments
HomeSmart
Kitchell Contractors,
Inc

Heflin Steel Merrill

Sanderson Ford
Schian Walker
P.L.C.
Scottsdale
Fashion Square
Sunshine Club

Phoenix Suns
Charities

Lewis & Roca
Northern Trust

Streich Lang

Medtronic
Foundation

Scottsdale
Insurance Co.

Whataburger

Michael Rappoport

Steele Foundation

Sunflower
Foundation
Rita Steel

Zia Record
Exchange

Target
Vanderbilt Farms,
LLC
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3030 N. 3rd St., Ste. 200
Phoenix, AZ 85012
EIN 880383925
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casacares.org

